THERE ARE 5 WAYS TO FULFILL THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR EXCHANGE AT CBS:

1. You study or studied in an English speaking country* and you hold one of the following:
   - a school leaving certificate showing fully completed secondary school education
   - a bachelor degree certificate showing fully taught in English
   - an ongoing bachelor or graduate degree certificate showing fully taught in English

2. You have passed a secondary school level in an EU / EEA country that fulfills the Danish English level A. (See more under: “EU/EEA exams that fulfill the requirement” here.)

3. You study or studied a bachelor or graduate program entirely taught in English and you hold one of the following:
   - a bachelor degree certificate showing fully taught in English

4. You study or studied in a Scandinavian country ** and you hold one of the following:
   - a secondary school education diploma
   - a bachelor degree certificate
   - an ongoing bachelor or graduate degree certificate

5. You have achieved the minimum result in one of the English language proficiency tests accepted by CBS:
   - Cambridge Certificate of Advanced English (CAE): minimum result of 185
   - Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE): minimum result of 185
   - IELTS Academic Test: minimum result of 7.0
   - TOEFL iBT: minimum result of 94***

* Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, Singapore, India South Africa, UK, or USA
** Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark
*** Toefl’s MyBest Scores not accepted
CORONA UPDATE!

For the academic year 20-21, we also accept the TOEFL iBT Special Home Edition. Please follow the instructions given here. If you are living in an area in which this test is not offered, and you are unable to attend any of the other tests, please contact us at receipt.intoff@cbs.dk so we can look into possible solutions.